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6 Easy Steps to Perfect Packaging  

There’s only one way to guarantee your items will arrive in prime condition – and that’s to make sure 

they’re packaged correctly. To help you get up to speed with best packaging practices check out this 

short video. You’ll find tips on selecting the right packaging materials, with advice on how to keep items 

firmly in place during transit. We’ll also show you how to seal, weigh and label your packages.  

Use these steps to perfect your packaging techniques and get your items from A to B in tip top 

condition.  

VIDEO 

Labelling your Packages – A Quick Guide 

Knowing how to correctly label your parcels is an essential requirement to ensure they enjoy a quick and 

direct journey to their destination. The following video guide takes you step by step through the 

labelling process from making sure you select the right label settings to affixing labels correctly. We’ll 

also give you a timely reminder on the paperwork you need to include in your parcel.  

Watch this helpful ‘how to’ video to ensure your packages enjoy a problem-free journey to their 

destination. 

VIDEO 

How to Package Books, Shoes and Toys 

They’re not considered fragile but books, shoes and toys can be tricky to pack – they often need a little 

extra packaging preparation to ensure they’re firmly anchored in place and don’t get damaged. This 

video contains handy hints to help you package up these awkward items with information on how to 

select the right box, and the best way to keep items safe and secure. 

Watch the quick video here and you’ll soon be parcelling like a professional. 

VIDEO 

Easy Steps to Packaging Fragile Items 

If you’re planning on sending fragile items check out this video first. Delicate items can easily become 

damaged or broken in transit due to poor packaging.  This won’t happen to your items if you use this 

quick video guide. We’ve outlined how to select the right box, as well as best practices when it comes to 

wrapping and securing items to ensure they arrive in pristine condition.   

Check out this step by step guide to packaging up fragile items – then you can rest assured they’ll arrive 

in one piece, every time. 

VIDEO 

 

 



A Quick Guide to Packaging Heavy Items 

Failing to use sufficiently sturdy packaging is a common mistake when parcelling up heavier items, 

leaving them vulnerable to breakages. Prevent this from happening by following our practical video 

guide. We’ll show you step by step how to select boxes that are fit for purpose, with practical tips on 

keeping items firmly fixed in place. 

Don’t be put off packaging heavier items - use these tips and you’ll soon be packaging with confidence. 

VIDEO 

How to Weigh your Parcels Correctly 

Incorrectly weighed items may incur extra charges further down the line - so protect yourself from this 

potential expense by providing accurate measurements from the start off. This short video contains 

great tips on how to weigh your items – from identifying the right measuring tools as well as some 

reminders on keeping within specified weight and dimension limits.  

There are many ways to weigh your items – this video points out some you may not have considered.  

VIDEO 

Quick Guide to Packaging Clothes 

Delicate clothing can easily get damaged if packaged incorrectly. Make sure this doesn’t happen to your 

parcelled apparel by following the steps set out in this quick video guide. Find tips on selecting and 

preparing the outer packaging, as well as useful techniques including how to fold, wrap and pad clothes 

correctly - before labelling and sealing packages.  

Everything you need to know about packaging clothes is covered right here in this quick handy guide.  

VIDEO 


